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Abstract

Disperse multiphase flows are very common for processes in mechanical and thermal process technology (e.g. gas–particle or gas–droplet flows, coal combustion, pneumatic conveying, erosion phenomena). Furthermore processes for the separation of solid particles from gases or fluids and for the classification and particle size analysis are an important field of interest in process technology. Already a single phase flow calculation and more than ever the phase–coupled iterative prediction of disperse two phase flows is very time-consuming and leads to high demands in computer resources. Effective numerical algorithms as well as the power of parallel computing systems are needed to solve real problems from engineering.

The paper deals with different methods for the efficient parallelization of Eulerian–Lagrangian approach which is widely used for the prediction of disperse gas–particle or gas–droplet flows. The presented results are based on the 3-dimensional Eulerian–Lagrangian approach developed by the research group of the authors over the last few years [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], where trajectories of a large number of particles/droplets are calculated from the equations of motion of the disperse phase along with the continuity, momentum and turbulence model equations of the fluid phase.
The parallelization methods are developed for parallel computers of MIMD architectures like e.g. Cray-T3D/E or clusters of workstations (COW's). Parallelization of the finite volume solution algorithm of SIMPLE kind for the set of continuity, Navier-Stokes and turbulence model equations is carried out by application of a domain decomposition method to the block structure of the numerical grid as proposed by Perić et al. in [8, 7, 6]. Distribution of grid and fluid flow data over processors of the parallel machine allows the arrangement of multiple grid blocks / domains on the same processor node. In order to accelerate the fluid flow prediction Multi-Grid method has been introduced to the solution procedure. Furthermore the results show a satisfying efficiency of the parallelization of the numerical algorithm, which is based on explicit message passing using MPI as parallelization paradigm.

For the Lagrangian solution algorithm two different parallelization methods are investigated and compared with each other. The first method is based on a static domain decomposition (SDD) approach and the same distributed storage of the grid and fluid flow data as used by the grid partitioning method of the Navier-Stokes solver. Once a grid block of the numerical grid is assigned to a processor node of the parallel computer this assignment is static and remains unchanged for the whole calculation process. Each node process calculates particle trajectory segments and source term contributions on the grid blocks assigned to this processor node. Particle state at the interface to a neighbouring grid block is submitted to a host/master process and is then redistributed to the appropriate processor node for continuation of the calculation process.

In the second parallelization method — the so-called Dynamic Domain Decomposition (DDD) — a dynamic load balancing has been introduced to the numerical algorithm. The first class of processes - the so-called servicing nodes - use again the distributed storage of the grid and fluid flow data as in the previous method. An additionally introduced second class of processes - the so-called calculating nodes - perform the calculation of particle trajectory segments and source term contributions on a certain number of grid blocks. But in contrast to the first method a calculating process is no longer limited to calculations on a fixed part of the numerical grid. These calculating processes are able to obtain grid and fluid flow data necessary for further particle phase calculation dynamically during calculation time.

The main advantages of this dynamic domain decomposition approach are:

- dynamic work load distribution among the processors of the parallel machine; work load balancing is effective even on heterogeneous computer systems like e.g. workstation clusters with different computational power of processor nodes;
- independence of the algorithm performance from the subdivision of the numerical grid into grid blocks,
- independence of the algorithm performance from the flow regime (e.g. phase separation, differences in concentration distribution of the dispersed phase, local occurrence of strong particle-wall interaction).

The parallelization methods are implemented using standard message passing libraries (PVM, MPI) for portability. For two given test cases results of performance evaluations are given for calculations on a massively parallel cluster of workstations (COW) with up to 512 processor nodes. The presented results show, that computation time for the Eulerian-Lagrangian approach can be substantially decreased by using the dynamic domain decomposition (DDD) method in comparison with the commonly used static domain decomposition approach. For one of the investigated test cases less than 40% of the computation time of the SDD method has been required with the DDD method on a moderate parallel system with 12 processing nodes. The computation time has been reduced to less than 9% of the execution time on a single processor (serial execution) which corresponds to a speed-up of 11.2 and a parallel efficiency of the DDD method of about 0.93. This very high parallel efficiency will lead to a very good scale-up of the developed parallelization method on even larger parallel MIMD systems.
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